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HAND IN HAND

MAY 15, 1978

PHILIP R. ADAMS

The title of this paper comes from one of

~he least known national anthems of any neighbor-

~ng country.
Furthermore, it comes from the almost
totally unknown second stanza: "hand in hand we
shall march together -- hand in hand, shall we falter?
,"
N~ver. . Not many even of the natives are acquainted
w~th th~s second stanza.
But the first stanza does
tell us where they are marching, "Bahama Land."

.

Now this is a rather loose geographical
description of a far-flung archipelago some 630
miles long with 690 islands and islets, 2,388
charted rocks and at least 10,000 uncharted, each
of them capable of sinking a sizeable vessel.
Bahama-land's history is not quite as
old as that the United States except for one of
the economically and geographically least important
of the eastern-most chain of the out-islands, San
Salvador, Columbus' landfall. Up until the early
twentieth century, Admiralty charts called it
Watling's Island in memory of a certain Captain
George Watling, a fair to middling pirate most
noted for his almost fanatical observance of the
Sabbath. Any of his crew who threw dice on Sunday
were severely punished, piracy and pillage six
days of the week, but not even crap-shooting on
the Lord's day. "Never on Sunday " is evidently
not a recent American slogan, even though set in
modern Greece.
Nevertheless, our histories have been
closely interlocked even though we barely feel
the touch of that small and usually black little
hand, except maybe for the Mafia-backed casinos
at Newport on Grand Bahama Island and anonymous
bank accounts in Nassau, said to be second only
to Sqitzerland for this distinction, but a very
distant second.
This hand-in-hand relationship began
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as early as 1647, the year

f th

"

~~=e~:l~!d=h~fA~~:~~~!~~: f~r ~h: P~~~~~~na~~

i~ ~erica and the ad jaceni r~:~~~~;y nc~e~ ~uhama
~~~17am Sayle, previous ly Governor ~£
pua~n
~n~t~ated the project though it is not ~ a,
whether or not he was responsible for i
'
character. The Articles enabled the C o . tun ~que
settlement
on any of the ' sans,
d
't '
__ e ---era permanent
as
~
~s now, and properly c
C
d
in th'~s case f reedom of re " "
ree ed'ti
om,
9ll
of the Encyclopedia Brit
. vie~ on
in general of the Bahamas ,
t
ignoring the Articles. It sa
ra ely
in spite of its unmistakab le _
lemay
uthera,
come from a corruption of t
a de
Tierra," an etymological i
best.
But the idea of religious freecoa
state of mind, at least in
e_
seventeenth century. Witness :,
• illiam's
expulsion from Massachusetts en-_ are before
the Articles, for his hereti~
~ st convictions, to found Rhode Islan. r.-d a generation later Cotton Mather urgec
e
yal Navy
to intercept a ship carrying
- o ving Quakers
to Pennsylvania and sell them
avery, to
preserve the purity of the fai
s faith. So
perhaps the Britannica can be f
- en for this
historical oversight.
~, ~.......o;.;~q,

The Articles are, howe
• exceptional
in the history of the western h~~_~~ere so I ask
your indulgence to let me quote
e~ title and
the first three of their sixteen
-agraphs in
full:
"Articles and Orders made and agreed
upon the 9th day of July, 1647, and in the three
and twentieth year of the Raign of our Soveraign
Lord Charles, by the Grace of God, King of England,
Scotland, France and Ireland; Defender of the
Faith, etc. By the company of Adventurers for
the Plantation of the Islands of Eleutheria,
formerly called Buhama in America, and the
adjacent Islands to be observed and performed
by all and singular Adventurers, to Planters
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and dwellers upon and Residants at the same Islands."
Charles I was to survive this invocation
by a scant year and a half, but the Cromwellian
Parliament authorized the settlement in 1649, the
year of regicide.
The Articles then go on with their striking
provisions; "Whereas experience hath shewed us the
great inconveniences that have happened, both in
this Kingdom of England, and other places, by a
rigid imposing upon all an uniformity and conformity
in matters
judgment and practice in the things
of Religion, whereby divisions have been made,
factions fomented persecution induced, and the
public peace endangered. And for that we well
know, that in this state of darkness and imperfection, we know but in part. That there are
both babes and strongmen in Christ: and that
every member who holds the head, and is of the
body of Jes'us Christ, hath not the same place
and office, nor the same measure of light, who
yet desire and endeavour daily to increase in
knowledge. And in the meantime we walk according to what they have received in all godliness,
justice and sobriety. And whereas experience
hath also showed us, That the peace and happy
progress of all Plantations doth much depend upon
the good government thereof, the equal distribution of justice, and respect to all persons, without faction, or distinction the certain knowledge
and manifestation of very ones rights and properties,
and careful provisions for common defence and
safety.

oe

"It is therefore ordered, That all such
person and persons, who are so as aforesaid qualified, shall be received and accepted as Members
of the said Company of Adventurers, and into the
said Plantation, notw{thstanding any other differences of judgment, and under whatsoever names conveye~, walking with ~ustice and sobriety, in their
part1c~lar c~nversat1ons, and living peaceably
and gU1etly as Members of ~he Republick.
"That there shall be no names of dis-
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tinction or reproach, an Independent, Antinomian,
Anabaptist or any other cast upon any such for
their diff~rences in judgment, neither yet shall
any person or persons assume or acknowledge any
such distinguishing names, under the penalty of
being accompte d (in both cases either of imposing
or accepting or assuming any such name or names)
as enemies of the publick peace: nor s a l any
man speak reproachfully of any person for h is
opinion itself, otherwise than in t he Scripture
language.
"That no Magistracie or Officers of the
Republike, nor any power derived fr
em, shall
take notice of any man for his difference in judgment in matter of Religion, or have c
izance
of any cause whatsoever of that na -e: But that
their jurisdiction shall reach
to men as men,
and shall take care that jus tice. peace , and
sobriety, may be maintained
_ them . And that
the flourishing state of t he re-p lick may be
by all just means be promote·.
The balance of t e _:i les discusses
financial and economic matte_. ~a ch Adventurer
must deposit ~100, a cons! er-~_e sum in those
days, and receive 300 acres e eloPe If he
should venture his pers on
-- as his money,
after three years of plan
e would receive
2,000 additional acres.
It is interes
these solemn guarantee s
is no mention of Catho i
Jews whom Cromwell was
England after Edward I
before. But it is s ti
ment of the basic idea.

ote that in all
freedom there
en forfend! or
invite back to
l led them centuries
p recedented state-

~9io us

Nor, to my know eege, is the word Republic,
spelled three different ways in the Articles, used
in any American charter before that of 1647, not
even in the Mayflower Compact. The Oxford English
Dictionary, familiarl y called the O. E .D. by those
who pretend to use it constantly, says that the
word does not occur in English, except to describe
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the government of ancient Rome, or the Swiss Cantons,
or Venice, before 1604. Then the second use comes
from the last year of Francis Bacon's life, 1626.
James I had died the year before, but it was still
a dangerous word in those days of fanatic Stuart
believers in the divine right of kings. But Bacon,
having survived his treachery to Elizabeth the Great
in favor of his cousin Essex -- cousinage was an
important instrument of life in Tudor times -- and
taking bribes as a judge, this last true Man of the
Renaissance was probably beyond fear or caring.
He wrote, "It may be, in civil states, a republic
is better policy than a kingdom." What he meant
by "civil states" is hard to figure out. Perhaps
he meant non-feudal. He was to die while trying
to freeze a rabbit in the snow, one of the first
inductive scientists.
So there were a few planters going their
quiet republican way until in the caprice of monarchs
Charles II simply gave the islands to the Lords
Proprietors of the Carolinas, the Duke of Albemarle,
the Earl of Craven, Lord Berkeley, Lord Ashley,
Sir George Carteret and Sir Peter Colleton. The
Duke of Albemarle was none other than the redoubtable
George Monck. Even though he had been a Cromwellian
"Colonel of the Sea" under Blake in the successful
wars against the Dutch, he had fought for Charles I
and was a royalist at heart. So in 1660, he raised
the first still extant English regiment, the Coldstream Guards, and marched them the length of England,
from Berwick on the Scottish border, to secure the
restoration of Charles II. Perhaps it was a gesture
of royal gratitude to hand over the Bahamas, which
seemed at that time to be of little value, and
possible suspect for the republican tendencies
El e utherans. But Charles had refused to .
~ e confiscated properties of I:ish loyal1sts
:s::::::ce' ~ King did not "wish to go on h1s travels
The Lords Proprietors could not have
~e indifferent; there was little revenue
se barren haunts of pirates, and the Lords
-- "etors graciously allowed the Eleutherans
e 7 ect their own governors in their quaint re1can manner.
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Piracy had certainly slowed down settlement and often effectively stopped a l l sea- borne
commerce of all kin ds and nationalities. The most
feared and cruel o f the pirates, a l aw, almost a
power to himself, was t he infamous Blackbeard wi t h
his fortress headquarters in Nassau .
His real
name was either Edward or John Teach, and as a
patriotic Welshman he might also be remembered
for introducing leeks to the Bahamas.
Something had to be done, s o in 1 717,
the Lords Proprie tors surrendred the ir unp rofitable
ownership of the islands to the Crown, and in that
year the royal Governor of Virginia sent two sloops
of war under command of Lieutenant Ha ard to deal,
if possible, with Blackbeard. This he ost successfully and gallantly did, killing h im· single combat
with swords on t he pirate's own de ck. Everyone
knows Blackbeard, but who remembers ieutenant
Hayward? He de serves better of history .
The way was open now for London to send
out in 1718 the first Governor o f the New Crown
Colony, Captain Woodes-Roge rs, ith instructions
to deal with the rest of the

irates.

This he di d

by ' declaring an Act o f Amnes , hereby all heretofore pirates would on swear "
al legiance to .the
Crown and foreswearing t he ir revious criminal
ways be pardoned. The majority of them, 200,
did so, probably not want 9 to be hanged in
chains by a newly resol ute 9 e rnment. Thus the
Colony could adopt a Latin
tto which roughly
translat es into, "Piracy ended, prosperity, begins. "
And it almo st
immediately begin
by exploiting a geologica a sset. About 1720,
a small and short-lived group of Palatinate
Germans introduced the pineapple, originally
from Brazil, which flour i s hed in the red soil
of Eleuthera and was for almost two centuries
to be the chief profitable export of t he
islands.
Then about 172 5 , Carolinians began
to come t o what had already been known as a
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health resort, where cooling Trade Winds kept the
air pure and blew away malaria-bearing mosquitoes.
So the tourist industry, now the islands' chief
source of income, may have begun. Also it may have
been the first significant touch of hands after
Lieutenant Hayward's gallantry.
Fifty years later came the American
Revolution, when perhaps half of the colonial
population remained stubborn loyalists. Some
took no active part, some fought for the King,
all suffered grievous economic losses. But
their loyalty was rewarded in the Bahamas where
in 1783 they were compensated by 2,000 acres each
of unoccupied land. Their exact numbers are not
known, but it is said that in one year the white
population of the islands was doubled and their
emigrant slaves trebled the black population.
In 1786, it was ordered that the loyalists
were to be further compensated by a grant of 100,000
acres each in the "Province of New York," certainly
one of the emptiest gestures ever made by any government, since there was no "Province of New York."
There was a state of New York, one of the original
thirteen, but perhaps the ministers of George III
thought this only a passing adolescent phase and
that the state would soon return to the fold as a
Province again. The English were willing to fight
about it in 1812 at least in northern and western
areas of the Province, in spite of their more
serious troubles with Napoleon. So possible it
was not so empty a gesture. The Tories would have
to deal with the Iriquois in claiming their 100,000
acres, but the Iriquois had been fairly reliable
allies of the English; they had least been antiFrench since Champlain sided with the Algonquins
and for the large part anti-Revolutionist.
Of late some visitors and several natives
have wished that such a reunion had been consummated.
An American professor of English literature in
the Princeton of my short time there made almost
a gospel out of declaring that the War of Independence was the greatest disaster in the history
of the western hemisphere. After I was mugged
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on an innocent Sunday evening on a respe c table New
York street, I was inclined to agree ith him.
Though such things have been known t o have happened
recently in London, luckily not to e.
On my first tentative exp_o ration of
Eleuthera, the only island with which I am at least
slightly acquainted, I was struck y the similarities of the domestic architecture
that of New
Orleans. The official buildings, . ile charming,
are in the cases of the Gove
Houses at Governour's Harbor and Rock Sound'
re n ot unusual,
Standard Regency style of
810 to 1820,
but painted pink in the tas
~ the islands,
with white trim. The earl
e s, however,
much resemble the first
s h ouses, a
few of which can still be !
the French
Quarter.
They are all one
igh, built of
masonry, since Eleuthera 9
sable timber
trees and piracy prevented
ort of lumber
from other island s such as
and Grand Bahama.
I wondered about the consi
n umber of them
since it seemed improbable
ere would be
any abundance of skilled UlCI~-.::o. a s there had
been in New Orleans, no t 0
ork in brick
and stucco, but other s peci
=s , mostly slaves,
to create the marvelous wr _ - - i ron balconies,
or galleries as they are
called. Castiron would later come in !r
c h up-river
sources a s La ncaster, H
, Cincinnati, as
well as, of cou rse, P itts
As recently as
twenty years ago, mo lds f ~
e cast-iron were
found in a n abandoned fo~
in Lancaster.
But for Eleuthee r e was a reasonable geological e x planati : the Bahamas are
not lofty volcanic peak s as are most of the
Caribbean Islands (here I pa se to justify my
pronounciation: Webster prefers the accent on
the "e" while allowing a secon d choice on the
"i" but the O. E .D. pe rmits o n ly the " e " . As
I h~ve said before, when the se two a uthorit i:s .
agree, I accept that a s the correct pronounc1a~10n.)
No, the Bahamas are la rge flat slabs of low-lY1ng
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oolitic limestone, not the coral islands of the
trav~l brochur9s, th9 highest eminence is 460 feet
above sea level. There are coral reefs aplenty
and coral,heads to satisfy the modern snorkellers,
but the l~mestone has a peculiar quality; it is
hardly ~ore than hard clay wh~n quarried but can
harden ~nto firm stone after exposed to air. So
the early houses are built of stone with quoins at
the c?rners (I apologize, where else should quoins
be bu~lt?). The low pyramidal roofs slope down
from a central apex (and again where else should
an apex be?) or a somewhat ~longated rooftree.
The style is being copied today by the comparatively
affluent, though built of concrete block; Eleuthera
does produce cement from its universal sofe timestone, with the quoins faithfully reproduced.
But the older houses are almost all
abandoned, which seems a shame, except that there
are obviously no funds available for ~istoric
preservation. Harbour Island, a short motorboat
ferry ride from the northern tip of Eleuthera,
is an exception. It is a small Williamsburg
without Rockefellers; private owners have restored and beautifully maintained many of the
old houses, as well as the remarkable Gothic
Revival stone Methodist church.
The next style, of the late eighteenth
and early ninteenth centuries, is larger in size
and close to the later New Orleans structures,
with three double galleries on at least three
sides of the house. Their counterpart can be
seen throughout south~rn Louisiana and especially
on Bayou St. John which too 'few tourists know.
Here again I thought that similarities of climate
and social structure were a reasonable explanation, but there was' another historical touching
of hand in hand I learned of later.
On August 1, 1838, Britain abolished
slavery throughou't its western dominions. I
do not know if it extended to British India and
other parts of the farther British Far' East,
but it was a traumatic, if humanitarian, blow
to the Bahamas. The Royal Navy began to police
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th
hameful traffic. Therethe high seas against
eds
takes ith their
upon many ' planters pulle up s
ed to Ke
hous~holdS, including slaveshe~~dF~ da, some y
west and other parts of SO~rll co
'al ly called
perhaps even .to ~hhat ~refSthe
e of Florida
the "eastern par1s es 0
•
,
'ppl.'
of Al
SSl.55l.. '
antl the Gul f coas t s
' tectural tastes
Naturally, they brought
and conditioning with th
The British go
ent had been generous
in compensation: ~1 2, ~ - s per black head was
paid, with b128, 249 S. _
aximum owner, a lar~e
sum for the time, , a nd 0 _ __ose terms many erstwh1le
slave owners could affor : 0 say, while paying
their erstwhile slaves
e subsistence, a condition that exists today.
art from a few small
truck gardens of tomatoe.
small export commod!ty,
and cabbage, they bare
've . , U~less they
work for resort hotels ,
ere are hardly
enough of them to go ar
Other compen
however, ' came in
unbelievable quantity
federal government
declared a blockade of ~
£ederate ports.
That was in 1861. Bloc
ers became a
major industry. In tha
the Banshee, said
to be the first metal e_s_ o cross the Atlantic
arrived in the Bahamas.
d been specially
designed for blockade I am being cautious
here; some local histor_
a 1 it the first
steel vessel, but tho
:.-enry , Bessemer
in 1856~1858 had made i
- ible to , produce
steel in quantity it 5
robaple that enough
would be available in _ '
-0 build an oceangoing ship. The Ameri
i1 War was fought
with iron, not stee l.
The statistic are impressive: on
April 19, 1861, 400 vesse s arrived in the
Bahamas and 588 departed, 43 2 with papers cleared
for St. Johns, New Brun ick , which receive~ no
one. But the Union navy as not yet strong enough
to enforce its blockade .
It would become so, , as
did the increasing s kills of the blockade runners.
This was marching hand in hand with no friendly
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intent, until the Con fed
.
To continue with the sta~f:~rc!~naf~y COII~psed.
were recorded as b4,672 398
Ail of !~?l ~mports
in the B~hamian fashion: T~day it cost~S5~~~ t~:d
cent to ~m~ort an automobile plus a similar dU~y
on the fre1ght charges. The im orts
military supplies of all kinds ~nd th:e!~p~!t~o~!~e
turn cargoes of cotton.
.

That was a lot of money, both public and
and nobody knows where it all went. Some
of 1t doubtless to build mansions in Nassau, or
more ~i~e the sailor who ' came ashore with $733.00,
expla1n~ng that he had 'spent $700.00 on women and
liquor, but must have "squandered the rest."
pr~~ate,

,There w~re other profits: a pilot, essential
for reach~ng Wilm1ngton, North Carolina, or other
clandestine ports, though Wilmington was the chief
destination~ was paid ~700 to 800 for a round trip;
a captain was paid n600 to 1,000 depending on size
of ship and value of cargo, and the chief officers
got ~300 each. Where they all spent it can be
reasonably conjectured, probably not much on real
estate.
'
Here, about the 1870's I would guess,
another architectural style should be mentioned;
the Bahamians call it ' "American Timber." They
were prefabricated house,s and produced in Florida,
sympathetic to the earlier indigenous styles,
except for only one double gallery on the front
of the house and adorned with a good deal of
Victorian fretwork ~ They can be seen not only
in the Bahamas but in the Caribbean as well. It
is possible that our own Pease Company, operating
out of its Florida auxiliaries, may have produced
some of them. It is not an unpleasant style.
After the blockade-running days, a lull
set in except for another possibly American influence, the disestablishment of the -Church of
England and the Church of Scotland. The physical
cause was the most devastating hurricane that ever
struck the islands, in 1866. It destroyed so many
churches 'that the state could not possibly rebuild
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them, and disavowed responsibility to do s~. Through
the "bitterest political struggle in t he h1 story of
the colony" as one historian says, it i s not surprising to learn that the Presbyterians fought
hardest.
Before blockade-running days, the colonial
administration had taken some thought to a r d establishing more regular communication with America and, in
1859, contracted with Mr. Cunard of Sa ·fax to provide regular mail service between Nassa and New
York, for b3,OOO a year. This also as ure d a more
direct mail link with England.
Later, in 1898, some thought bad also
been given t o encouraging tourism and the government granted a subsidy for regular s t e amsh i p service
to the United States, and the building of two hotels,
but it was too late to save the economy o f Eleuthera.
In the 1890's, the United States had assume d a kind
of protectorate over the Hawaiian Islands and Mr.
Sanford B. Dole, scion of one of the o r iginal
missionary families, had already begun t o plant
pineapples. That was in 1893, and Mr . Dole proceeded to overthrow the royal government of the
islands. Grover Cleveland rejected the act, but
between 1898 and 1900, a new gove rnment was built
and the Sandwich Islands, as captain Cook had
christened them, became an Ameri can t err itory.
Pineapples were already flouris hi ng i n Florida,
so in those remote Republican pa rty days a protective tariff was enacted. Farewe ll Eleuthera
and several other of the Bahamas. Tourism, however, was increasing, not only in Na ssau, but
also in the out-isl ands, now officially called
family-islands to reconcile them with the traditional tax-grabbing of Nassau. The relationship
is not unlike that of Sicily with the government
in Rome. It always, and correctly, feels not
only neglected but cheated. I can testify to
this in the case of Eleutherai while the Ministers
of Education drive around Nassau in Rolls-Royces,
it is almost impossible to get paper and paints
for the elementary schools, whose students show
as much talent as any, anywhere.
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In 1868, that great enterpriser, Henr

Morr~son Flagler, began to build railroads and Y
resorts on the eastern coast of Florida. By 1912,
he had reached Key West. This called for more
la~or than Florida could provide, so many Bahamians
e~~g:ate~.
Later there was much contracted cropp~7k~n~ ~n Florida and more northern states, but
th~s.d~d not mean permanent removal. Mr. Flagler
was ~nexhaustible, and also built hotels in Nassau
not necessarily out of gratitude for Bahamian labo;.
More importantly, active work on the Panama
Canal began in 1904. This called for even more
unskilled labor. There has been no reliable estimate as to how many Bahamians left for the good
wages in Panama, good for the times, but it must
have been a sizeable number. Most of them seemed
to have returned, having been spared the perils
of yellow fever, not unknown in the Islands.
It might be noted here that the newly
independent Bahamas have inherited from English
rule National Health Insurance at $3.17 per annum
per individual, regardless of income. There are
clinics on most of the larger islands and for surgical matters free transportation is provided to
Nassau. It might also be noted that the Bahamian
dollar is pegged to the American dollar, with a
few curious exceptions; there is a fifty-cent
bill as well as a three-dollar bill, which might
disprove the old American saying. I have, out
of no particular need, kept a specimen of each.
The next real marching hand in hand came
with American Prohibition in 1919. Tales are
still told of whisky cases stacked twelve high
on the shores of Bimini, which, being only fifty
miles from Florida, was the take-off point.
Ponce de Leon had looked vainly there
for the "fountain of youth" but many Americans
seemed at last to have found it. Naturally, no
figures were kept on the amount of liquor run into
the United States by airplane, speedboat or any
other means of transport, but it was enormous,
and enormously profitable. Naturally, all of it
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was taxed as it came into the Bahamas.
The hospitality of the rum-runners was
equivalently spacious. They could afford it. This
time, it seems, some of the profits went into the
tourist business, as a more lasting means of luring
Americans to find other fountains of youth, if only
by lying in the sun. Possibly not even the W.C.T.D.
regretted Repeal more than the Bahamians did.
Attention was now seriously directed to
tourism; foreign investment was encouraged and
slowly but steadily the industry grew. Cruises
of all kinds, including black ones to this black
country, multiplied, and resort hotels, especially
near Nassau, rose almost overnight, not always
to the aesthetic benefit of the islands, but they
had casinos which drew Americans in large numbers.
Black service was polite with a courtesy few other
people can provide, and the food, while largely
international pseudo-French cuisine, occasionally
produced rock lobsters, conch chowder and almost
always that delicious fish, grouper, though the
natives had to be persuaded to keep a light hand
on the tabasco. Tropical or sub-tropical foods
are highly seasoned everywhere, for reasons of
preservation, though modern refrigeration has
removed that necessity, where it exists.
Fresh water was always a problem in the
Bahamas where only shallow wells, or "veIls" as
they are often pronounced in the inherited Cornish
fashion, could be electrically linked. Though
it is hard to see how a near-metropolis like
Nassau could be adequately supp lied . Distilled
salt-water, expensive though it ow is, might
be the future solution.
For the most part, possibly in a reflex
reaction to their nearness to the United states,
and their sometimes unwilling dependence on it,
the Bahamas have been ardent loyalists to Britain,
but when the Duke of Windsor was sent out, during
the war, as Governor General, supposedly to keep
him out of public view as much as possible, he
did not advance the cause, on several occasions
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being notably rude to influential black Bahamians.
But his resentment of this exile is understandable,
if not excusable.
Inevitably independence came, as it did
throughout almost all parts of the disintegrating
empire. It came quietly to the Bahamas, with some
racial tensions reported from Nassau and Newport.
Otherwise, the -Union Jack was lowered and the
pennant-shaped black green and blue with a yellow
star rose to replace it. Many Englishmen kept
their winter-resort houses, two Mountbatten
sisters on Windermere, a four or five mile sliver
of an island about a hundred and fifty feet from
Eleuthera on the Atlantic side. Their close
relative, Prince Charles, has visited them three
times there, with a minimum of pUblicity. One
stubbornly loyalist maid who shows her red,
white and blue colors eaoh day on h~r tennis
cap is assigned to his house. She reports him
to be a nice undemanding young man who "didn't
dress royal even once." Full-dress navy uniform
probably wouldn't have sufficed; it should have
been coronation robes. The quietness of the
change from colony to statehood within the
Commonwealth showed that the Bahamas had learned
their lesson from Jamaica where all the wealth
of bauxite exports could not offset the loss
of tourism caused by internal confusion.
But it is still Her Majesty's Customs
Service, and the ,handsomely uniformed Royal
Constabulary. Some traditions die hard.
As a final footnote, it should be
pointed out that, according to the usual illogic
of the English tongue, the noun is pronounced
Bahamas and the adjective Bahamian. No one
could possibly expain why.
. ~ut, peculiarities of
~t 1S true that for many

pronunciation
centuries now
we have been marching hand in hand together.
And have we faltered? Often.
.

as~de,

